Level 3 – Advanced Listening Log

Advanced audiobook listeners will benefit from Level 3 activities, which guide students to deepen their listening comprehension and critical analysis. As in Level 2, these activities are designed to be used all together or broken out and used individually to focus on specific objectives. Additionally, instructors may find that some students benefit from incorporating one or two of these more advanced activities alongside Level 2 exercises.

The following activities are included in Level 3:

1.) Listening and Literacy – Students consider how the audiobook helps them build literacy skills and analyze how audio contributes to specific literacy skills, such as fluency, pronunciation, and tone. *(Page 2)*

2.) Text-to-Self or Text-to-World – Students reflect on their reactions to the audiobook and give examples of connections between the text and their own life or world experience. *(Page 3)*

3.) Text-to-Text/Movie/Game – Students think about how the text is similar to other books, movies, or games, encouraging cross-text and cross-media connections. *(Page 4)*

4.) Summary Skeleton – Students learn to give a short overview of the audiobook, focusing on the major facts. *(Page 5)*

5.) Critical Audiobook Analysis – After completing the audiobook and taking note of the details in the earlier exercises, students are ready to write their own review of the audiobook, focusing on the qualities that make the audiobook enjoyable or not. *(Page 6)*
Listening & Literacy

➤ Does the audiobook help you build literacy skills? Cite ways that hearing the text distracts your concentration or enhances your enjoyment of the text.

➤ Analyze how the audiobook improves or does not affect your literacy skills. Think about these characteristics or cite other ways that listening impacts understanding of literature: Fluency (smooth reading), Vocabulary (word meaning), Pronunciation (words spoken correctly), Tone (evokes emotion, time & place), Comprehension (understanding the text’s meaning), Theme (author’s central idea)

➤ Analyze how the narrator’s timing and pacing creates mood. Do you feel these techniques accurately convey the author’s intended meaning? Cite examples.
**Text-to-Self or Text-to-World:** Thinking about your reactions to the audiobook, use the examples below to cite examples of text-to-self or world connections to prior knowledge.

“This text reminds me of the ________ in my life or in the world because ________.”

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

“This part of the text reminds me of ________ when ________ happened to me or in the world.”

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

“The setting of this text ____ reminds me of ______ time or place I’ve been or know about.”

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

“The character ______ in this text is a lot like ________, a person I know or have heard about.”

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
**Text-to-Text/Movie/Game:** Thinking about your reactions to the book, cite examples of text-to-text, text-to-movie or Text-to-game connections to prior knowledge.

“This text reminds me of the text/movie/game __________ because in both __________.”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
“This part of the text reminds me of ______ (a text/movie/game) when ______ happened.”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
“The setting of this text _______ reminds me of the setting in the text/movie/game ______.”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
“The character _______ in this text is a lot like the character in the text/movie/game______.”
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Summary Skeleton: Write a quick overview of what has happened in your audiobook so far, using short major facts (not small details) to give a sequence of events.

Who: List the most important characters.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Wanted: What is the most important need or want that creates the plot’s action?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

But: What are the most important problems?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

So: What are the most important solutions?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Then: What is the most important thing that happened next?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Critical Audiobook Analysis

When you are finished listening to the audiobook, write a short critical review. Be sure to focus on the AUDIO characteristics and how the narration impacts the understanding and enjoyment of the text. Any description of the plot should be just two or three sentences. Look back at your Listening Log analysis for ways the audiobook production transforms the text. Here is an example:

*The True Meaning of Smekday.* Adam Rex (author) Bahni Turpin (reader)

Get ready to laugh out loud while listening to this hilarious audiobook, as a wisecracking alien and an eighth-grader with attitude try to save the world. Tip Tucci sets out to rescue her mother, kidnapped by space creatures called “the Boov,” reluctantly joining forces with an alien named J.Lo, who has rebelled against his invading army. Narrator Bahni Turpin performs Tip with a sassy sparkle, creating a natural conversational voice for the African-American teen. Yet without a millisecond’s pause, Turpin switches into alien-speak, complete with throat tics and clicks, inventing J.Lo’s fidgety personality through jerky pacing and wavering tones. Turpin also creates a cast of true characters that Tip and J.Lo meet on their drive across the United States, voicing each with a distinctive quirk or sympathetic sincerity. Witty delivery and expert performance transform this title into vivid, memorable images created through audible excellence.

Create your critical review: ____________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________